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ABSTRACT
To understand how the mammalian cortex processes incoming sensory information, it is
important to determine how stimuli are hierarchically processed. Neural responses to sparse
noise and natural scenes visual stimuli were obtained at the Allen Brain Institute using 2-photon
calcium imaging and archived in their public access Brain Observatory database. The purpose of
this research is to use this data, downloaded from the Allen Brain Atlas Portal, to construct
feedforward neural network models and to characterize and predict linear and nonlinear
responses of neurons in primary visual cortex of mice. These predicted responses were compared
to the measured responses to assess network performance.
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I. Introduction
A. Background and Motivation
Visual perception is one of the most important sensory functions for survival in most
mammals. Visual perception is the most well-studied and modeled sensory modality, especially
at the early stages of visual processing. The mouse primary visual cortex (V1) has been the most
illuminating visual cortical region for neuroscientists in understanding visual perception as well
as general information processing principles used by the brain, since visual cortical processing
can serve as a model for cortical information processing in other areas. Many different
quantitative models have been developed over the course of several decades to characterize
response properties of neurons in primary visual cortex with substantial success (Antolik et al.,
2016; Manassi et al. 2013; Smith and Hausser, 2010; Teeters et al., 2012). It is important to note
however that the primary visual cortex is just one stage along the total visual processing
hierarchy shown in Figure 1. This hierarchy begins in the retina,1 extends into the lateral
geniculate nucleus of the thalamus from the axons of ganglion cells in the retina, and from there
to V1. Visual information is distributed in sequence from V1 to extrastriate cortical areas and
higher visual areas such as V2, V4, and IT.2 As visual information is passed up the visual
hierarchy, the neural representations of the visual scenes increase in complexity (Serre, 2014).

1

The retina contains the first neurons that light encounters, translating electromagnetic energy to nervous
activity. Interestingly, a fair amount of processing occurs in the retinal neurons, including sensitivity to contrast and
direction selectivity.
2
Region IT provides a large amount of input to prefrontal cortex, which functions to link visual perception to
memory and action. Cells in IT are typically “tuned” (that is, evoke responses primarily) to complex stimuli like
faces (Tsao and Livingstone 2008), however the strict hierarchy is more of an idealization than a reality.
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Figure 1: The information processing hierarchy of the visual system. The hierarchy starts in the retina,
moves to the LGN, and passes through the cortical hierarchy from V1, to V2, V4, and IT. Receptive fields
of neurons in each visual area increase in size and complexity as the hierarchy is ascended, and
consequently, increasingly complex features of the visual scene are coded as visual information is
integrated from lower regions. At the lowest stage, neurons will respond to particular contrasts of light,
while at the highest stage in the hierarchy, neurons will respond to particular faces (Manassi et al., 2013).
Image adapted from Herzog, 2013.

Such a hierarchical organization forms the basis of the computational approach, which
has emerged over the past five decades. The visual system in this paradigm is an information
processor, extracting relevant features out of the visual stimuli and performing computations on
the internal representations of visual information. Within this computational approach, the
ultimate test of our knowledge of the visual system is prediction: how well can we predict neural
responses to arbitrary stimuli within the framework of our model (Carandini et al., 2005)? To
understand what parameters models of the visual system can reasonably implement for optimal
prediction power, it is important to constrain these models through the anatomy and physiology
of the visual cortex. Thus, understanding the structure and architecture of the primary visual
cortex is necessary.
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B. The Architecture of the Primary Visual Cortex
The primary visual cortex is the most well studied area of the brain, and the largest area
at that. It is composed (like all the neocortex) of six layers (labeled 1 through 6), all of which are
functionally distinct and contain diverse cell types. Layer 4 (L4) is known as the
thalamorecipient layer, where most (about 90%) inputs originate from the visual thalamus. Since
these inputs originally converge from the retina before being crudely processed by the lateral
geniculate nucleus (LGN), this layer of the visual cortex receives the main ‘bottom up”
information stream. This feedforward pathway is primarily excitatory in nature. Neurons in L4
receiving inputs from thalamus project up to more superficial layers, most notably Layer 2/3
(L2/3) (Figure 2). Top-down contextual inputs, which are primarily modulatory in nature,
project heavily to L1, synapsing on both inhibitory interneurons and the apical tuft dendrites of
L2/3 principal cells.3 In this way, neurons in V1 (and in general, any primary sensory area) do
not just integrate inputs in a bottom-up fashion, but also integrate information from higher cortex
and thalamus such as reward, expectation, attention, and motor action. This common cortical
algorithm, a balance of feedforward and feedback4 projections, is reproduced in other modalities
of the cortex (Harris and Mrsic-Flogel, 2013).
Since most projections from L4 to L2/3 of V1 are feedforward, this justifies the use of
feedforward neural networks in predicting neural responses. However, this scheme neglects
feedback projections and recurrent connections (which interconnect neurons in the same layer)
which are highlighted in Figure 2, along with other subtle factors that influence neural response
such as brain state and attention.

3
4

these top-down inputs also target L5 and L6, but generally avoid L4.
Feedback projections send input from a region higher in the hierarchy.
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Figure 2: The interlayer complexity of cortical regions. Diverse cell types, recurrent, feedback and
feedforward connections all characterize the cortical area. Note connections from L4 pyramidal cells (PC)
are shown as purely feedforward to L2/3 PC, however exceptions exist. Image from Harris, K.D. &
Mrsic-Flogel, T.D., 2013.

C. The Neuron as a Linear Filter
One of the fundamental concepts in studying V1 has been the receptive field. The
receptive field is a property of a neuron computed from measured responses that encodes the
features of the visual stimulus that drive the activity of the neuron (Allen Brain Observatory:
Visual Coding Overview, 2016). David Hubel and Torsten Wiesel were the pioneers of the
physiological study of receptive fields in primary visual cortex of cats. In the early 1960’s they
identified two distinct classes of neurons in the visual pathway, simple cells and complex cells.
Simple cells respond most saliently to simple oriented stimuli such as bars, edges, and sine
gratings, with receptive fields characterized into distinct ON and OFF regions (Serre, 2014). An
ON region is a part of the visual field that increases activity when the light is brighter than the
surrounding region, while an OFF region is a part of the visual field that increases activity when
10

the light is darker than the surrounding region. Complex cells, like simple cells, also respond to
stimuli like oriented bars and edges, but differ from simple cells in that they have overlapping
ON and OFF receptive fields and can detect motion in preferred directions (Serre, 2014). Figure
3 depicts the Hubel and Wiesel model of receptive fields, illustrating how receptive fields of
units at one level of the visual hierarchy are constructed by combining inputs from units at a
lower level of the hierarchy. After some processing stages, small receptive fields narrowly tuned
to simple stimuli (simple cells) converge to form larger receptive fields loosely tuned to more
complex stimuli. Adhering to Hubel and Wiesel’s definition of simple (Figure 3A) and complex
cells (Figure 3B), one may find both cell types in roughly equal proportions in V1 (Carandini et
al. 2005; Serre, 2014).

Figure 3. Hubel & Wiesel model illustrating the hierarchical nature of visual processing. (A) Early
processing in the retina creates center surround receptive fields of bipolar and ganglion cells. These RF’s
are summed linearly by simple cells to form more complex RF’s tuned to bars along the same orientation
as the center surround RF’s. (B) Complex cells then sum simple cell RF’s of similar orientation
preference to form larger RF’s that are more tolerant to stimulus phase. From Serre, 2014.
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Receptive field models have been successful overall in describing responses in the
primary visual cortex (Carandini et al., 2005; Smith and Hausser, 2010). In this paradigm, the
receptive field is described by a model that contains a linear filter in its first processing stage. In
this context, filtering refers to a dot product of the local image intensities with the value of the
linear filter. Receptive fields therefore specify the weights the neuron in question applies to each
location on the image. A neuron that responds purely as dictated by its receptive field would
operate just like a linear filter, computing a weighted sum of intensity values at each local region
of the visual image (Smith and Hausser, 2010). The earliest models of V1 mainly viewed the
region as a static collection of spatiotemporal filters, preprocessing incoming visual input and
sending their outputs to higher visual areas where perceptually relevant information will be
extracted (Serre, 2014). Within the framework of this model, the function of the neuron is to
truly report the output of the filter to downstream systems.

D. Artificial Neural Networks
Considering the hierarchical nature of visual processing, artificial neural network models
appear to be an ideal descriptive candidate. Neural networks are powerful models describing the
function of ensembles of neurons inspired by the anatomy of the nervous system. The rationale
in using such models is that ensembles of neurons create functional states that cannot be
understood just from single-neuron models (Yuste, 2015). Furthermore, instantaneous neural
firing rate rather than finer-scale spike timing is conveying information downstream, since the
feedforward neural networks investigated here do not perform temporal calculations, as more
complex recurrent networks are required for temporal behavior (Demuth and Beale, 1992).
Although the complex structure of biological neurons is not captured by the static artificial
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neuron, there are key similarities between them. Figure 4 shows the general architecture of a
generic artificial neuron.

Figure 4: Visualization of an artificial neuron. This model matches the commonly used linearnonlinear model of a biological neuron, which has been successful in describing response
characteristics of neurons in the early visual system. From WikiBooks 2015 article on Artificial
Neural Networks.

An artificial neuron consists of a transfer net input 𝜎" specified by a linear combination
of n input values given by the dot product
(

𝜎" =

𝑤& 𝑥& + 𝑏
&)*

Where x is a vector of n input values and w is a vector of n associated weights that
specify the strength of synaptic connections to neuron j. The neuron has a summation function
that sums all the weighted inputs plus a scalar input bias b to form a net input.5 The net input
then passes through an activation function 𝜙 to form the neuron’s output
(

𝜊" = 𝜙

𝑤& 𝑥& + 𝑏
&)*

5

The input bias b can be set to any arbitrary value in practice however usually an optimal bias is learned in the
same manner as the weights.
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Generally, this activation function 𝜙 describes the computation done by the neuron (i.e.
spike rate) and thus can take the form of a linear or nonlinear function, depending on the
constraints of the problem. The use of a nonlinear activation function allows the network to learn
nonlinear (in addition to linear) relationships between inputs and outputs. A sigmoid nonlinearity
is a commonly used differentiable activation function that takes any real-valued input and maps
an output value between -1 and 1, although other non-linearities are possible6 (Carandini et al.
2005; Demuth and Beale, 1992).
Since the artificial neuron is the building block of the artificial neural network, this idea
can be iterated and extended to include multiple neurons arranged in layers. Figure 5 illustrates a
feedforward neural network composed of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The
inputs in the input layer of feedforward neural networks are typically concurrent inputs.7 These
inputs have zero-time delay and the order of inputs is irrelevant since the inputs are noninteracting (Demuth and Beale, 1992).
The outputs of the hidden layer neurons, that is, the weighted sum of the inputs of the
input layer passed through an activation function, serve as inputs to the output layer neurons, and
thus corresponds to the net activity transmitted to the downstream neuron. In general, the hidden
layer is not constrained to have the number of hidden neurons equal to the number of inputs.
Multiple hidden layers can be added for more processing power, with the potential tradeoff of
overfitting and lack of generalization to new data. The response of the neurons in the output
layer is responsible for producing the total output of the network. (Demuth and Beale, 1992).
Each circle in Figure 5 (below) represents an artificial neuron, except for the inputs.

6

Or maps an output between 0 and 1 in the case of a log-sigmoid activation function.
As opposed to sequential inputs, common in recurrent neural networks where the order of inputs are important
(an example problem would be predicting the next word in a sentence).
7
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Figure 5: A 3-layer feedforward fully connected neural network. The network considered in this thesis
has 1 output unit. Adapted from Wikibooks article on Artificial Neural Networks (2015).

Performance of the network is evaluated by normalized mean square error given by
mse =

*

/

/

5)*

𝑒(𝑘)4 =

*

/

/

5)*

(𝑡 𝑘 − 𝑜(𝑘))4

where Q is the total number of training sets, e(k) is defined as the difference between the target
vector t(k) (the measured average neural response) and the network output vector o(k) (the
predicted average neural response).
The task for the network is to correctly learn the weights and biases that correctly predict
the target responses using this performance function. The most common algorithm for doing this
is the backpropagation algorithm, which involves computing the gradient of the mean squared
error performance function for each node in each layer of the network (except for the input
layer). This amounts to the network weights moving along the negative gradient of the
performance function, leading to a minimal error convergence.8 Methods have been proposed to
ensure the network properly settles in an error minimum. One of these is early stopping, where
8

Sometimes, gradient descent will land the backpropagation network into a local rather than global error
minimum, (especially for non-convex performance functions like mean-squared error). This further substantiates the
idea of running the model multiple times, since each run will have different initial conditions.
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the input data is divided into training and testing subsets and the network performance on the
testing data is checked after each cycle through the training data (otherwise known as epoch).
The parameters that gave rise to the best performance through all epochs (six in the case of the
network explored in this thesis) are the ones implemented in the final model (Demuth and Beale,
1992).

II. Methods
A. The Allen Brain Observatory
The Allen Brain Observatory aims to characterize the functional activity of single
neurons in the transgenic mouse visual cortex during the presentation of five visual stimuli,
sparse noise, static gratings, drifting gratings, natural scenes, and natural movies. The survey
sampled four regions of the adult mouse visual cortex, the posterior region (VISP), the posterior
medial region (VISPm), the anteriolateral region (VISAl), and lateral region (VISl) (Allen Brain
Observatory: Visual Coding Overview, 2016). Since the primary visual cortex was the region of
interest in this research, VISP data was obtained (see Appendix 1) through the Allen Brain Atlas
Portal for the two visual stimuli of interest, locally sparse noise and natural scenes.
The Allen Brain Observatory is just one offshoot of The Allen Brain Institute, which has
over the span of a little more than a decade generated ten other big datasets for global
exploration and analysis. The Allen Brain Institute is a nonprofit research organization founded
by Paul Allen in 2003 and based in Seattle, Washington. The Institute employs teams of
multidisciplinary scientists all rallying around the common goal of characterizing the brain
functionally and structurally through large scale standardized datasets (Allen Brain Observatory:
Stimulus Set and Response Analysis, 2016). The public access datasets include expression
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patterns of all genes in the mouse and human brain, as well as connectivity maps of diverse cell
types in all regions of the mouse brain.

1. Two Photon Excitation Microscopy
The data collected from the Allen Brain Observatory is in the form of calcium imaging
fluorescence traces, collected using in vivo two photon excitation microscopy (Allen Brain
Observatory: Visual Coding Overview, 2016). This imaging technique is an ideal method for
understanding the fine scale organization and functional architecture of the visual cortex,
providing major advantages over former imaging techniques like confocal microscopy.9 While
advances in mouse genetics have allowed the classification, manipulation, and identification of
diverse cell types in visual cortex (and all cortical areas), two photon imaging additionally makes
possible the simultaneous recording of neural responses in cortex at single-cell resolution (Harris
and Mrsic-Flogel, 2013). Bringing these two advances together, the advent of genetically
encoded calcium indicators in transgenic mouse lines have allowed the visualization of neural
responses from specific cell types.
Intracellular calcium is a direct correlate to neural activity, providing a functionally
sound basis to observe and quantify relative firing rates over genetically defined populations of
neurons (Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012). Calcium imaging takes advantage of genetically
encoded calcium indicators such as the GFP (Green Fluorescent Protein)-based GCaMP family.
Relatively recently, transgenic mouse lines have been developed that express these calcium
indicators in specified regions of the mouse brain (for example, see Tian et al., 2009; Chen et al.,
2012). When intracellular calcium binds to these indicators, the molecule undergoes a
conformational change and results in bright fluorescence. In this way, calcium influx is
9

Such as decreased phototoxicity and increased penetration depth, for example.
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indicative of neural activity through transient increases in fluorescence of gCAMP6f
(Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012; Allen Brain Observatory: Visual Coding Overview, 2016).
The Allen Brain Observatory contains six transgenic mouse lines expressing these indicators,
with differential expression across regions and layers. In this investigation, Emx1-IRES-Cre was
used because of its homogenous expression from 175um to 375um, thereby covering the imaging
plane of Layer 2, 3, and 4 (Allen Brain Observatory: Transgenic Line Catalog, 2016).
Two-photon microscopy allows imaging in vivo with micron-scale single-cell resolution.
However, in vivo specimens, being a highly non-uniform medium with variable index of
refraction, are ideal scattering centers. Two-photon microscopy, unlike single-photon
microscopy, excites fluorescent molecules by the near-simultaneous absorption of two longwavelength (infrared) photons. The benefit of this is twofold: the longer wavelengths penetrate
deeper into the tissue and are less damaging than lasers used in single-photon microscopy,10 and
fluorophore emission only happens on the focal plane, such that conditions for fluorescence are
generally not met outside the area of light concentration. thereby creating significant advantages
over prior imaging techniques where pinholes are required (Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012).
Figure 6 depicts the data acquisition setup for in vivo calcium imaging at the Allen Brain
Institute. Animal eye movement and posture were recorded as part of every imaging experiment.
Briefly, motion-corrected two photon calcium fluorescence movies were created over a 400µm
field of view (FOV) collected at 30Hz. Cell segmentation algorithms located cells within the
imaging FOV by isolating cellular objects using spatial and temporal information from the entire
movie. These boundaries delineate the pixels that define each cell. The relative fluorescence on a
10

Single photon microscopy uses a single photon with double the energy of either of the two photons used in
two photon microscopy, and therefore double the frequency. Scattering intensity is proportional to the frequency to
the fourth power, so higher frequency blue light (350nm) provides greater probability of scattering and therefore
much less penetration depth than the near-infrared light used in two-photon microscopy.
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given pixel is defined as

9ℓ ;9<
9<

where 𝐹ℓ is the ℓth time sample of measured fluorescence (over ℓ

samples) and 𝐹> is the baseline fluorescence. The data then consists of the time series of
fluorescence on each image pixel. The fluorescence time course for each cell can be extracted
from the total time series and averaged over trials by considering the response as the mean of the
pixel values contained within each cell boundary (Allen Brain Observatory: Visual Coding
Overview, 2016).

Figure 6: Allen Brain Institute’s experimental setup. (A) 2-photon in vivo calcium imaging. Running
speed and eye movement were measured for the duration of the experiment with an eye tracking camera
and LED. Movies were recorded at 30Hz over a 400µm field of view. Adapted from Allen Brain Institute:
Visual Coding documentation whitepaper.
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2. Neurodata Without Borders (NWB)
All processed data in the Allen Brain Observatory database is published in the
standardized Neurodata Without Borders (NWB) file format (Teeters et al., 2015). The NWB file
is an HDF5 file that contains the experimental metadata, including associated animal identity
specifying Cre Driver and GCaMP6 reporter mouse line, imaging location (depth from brain
surface and target brain area), segmented ROI masks, ROI Mean Fluorescent traces, ROI DF/F
traces, ROI Neuropil mean fluorescent traces, R and RMSE values computed via the neuropil
subtraction algorithm, and stimulus templates (8-bit values for natural scenes, sparse noise and
movies) (Allen Brain Observatory: Visual Coding Overview, 2016). The file viewer HDFView
was used to visualize the file contents and import the data and associated metadata into
MATLAB for analysis (Teeters et al., 2015). HDFView mirrors the file format of NWB files.

B. Stimulus Set & Preprocessing
Locally sparse noise is an ideal stimulus to measure spatial receptive fields of neurons in
V1, taking far less time than conventional analysis using sparse noise, which consists of a single
pixel flashing white or black on a gray background parametrizing every point on the visual field
(Carandini et al., 2005). The stimulus, which is shown in Figure 7 consists of a 16x28 array of
pixels representing white and dark spots, each four degrees on a side, flashed on a mean
luminance gray background. The stimulus on average contains 7-11 spots, with no two spots
within 20 degrees of each other (Allen Brain Observatory: Stimulus Set and Response Analysis,
2016). Note, every pixel must be uncorrelated with every other pixel, because correlated stimuli
would give biased estimates of the receptive field. The stimulus consisted of 9000 frames, each
shown for 0.25 seconds per frame for a total of 37.5 minutes.
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Figure 7: Eight example frames of the locally sparse noise stimulus. For each black or white pixel (in
this case, the middle black pixel), there are different arrays of other black or white pixels surrounding it.
When all the frames containing that black or white pixel are averaged together, the specified pixel was
effectively isolated. The mean intensity for each pixel was close to zero (mean 0.000013+/-0.0016).
Adapted from Allen Brain Institute: Visual Coding documentation.

To construct the linear filters (receptive fields), the response for each cell is averaged
over all trials when a given location on the visual field is occupied by a spot (either white or
black), so all responses caused by the surrounding pixels average out when considering across all
the trials. Two heat maps are then constructed for each neuron to visualize the average responses
across all locations in the visual field for both white (ON) and black (OFF) pixels.
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Figure 8: ON/OFF RF of Layer 4 Neuron (#19). The receptive fields of cells, including ON and OFF
subunits, are measured by using locally sparse noise stimulus. Abstractly, the receptive field is an array
with the same dimensions of the stimulus (16x28) consisting of a set of weights, one weight for each of
the 16x28 variables of the stimulus matrix. The receptive field then can be thought of as a subspace of the
space that is spanned by the stimulus (Schwartz et al., 2006). There is a general decrease in activity in the
ON region where the OFF region is highly responsive.

Figure 8 shows the ON and OFF receptive fields represented as color maps for a L4
neuron. All linear filters were constructed from the Custom Python code “Stimulus Analysis”
(Appendix 1) available from the AllenSDK. The filters were subsequently confirmed on
MATLAB with reverse correlation (also known as spike triggered averaging), a common method
for estimating receptive fields. In this method, the time of each neural response is noted, and
stimuli are extracted that are contained within a window 200ms preceding each spike. The
summed stimuli are then averaged by dividing by the total number of spikes. The linear filter can
then be thought of as the average stimulus that evokes a response for that given neuron. This
method is iterated for every L4 neuron (Appendix 3) (Schwartz et al., 2006).
The behavior of many neurons in the primary visual cortex exhibit nonlinear response
properties, so response characteristics can vary widely between different choices of stimuli,
22

effectively making a single stimulus choice difficult (Prenger et al., 2004). Theoretically,
nonlinear neuronal responses can be characterized with white noise using non-linear techniques,
such as spike-triggered covariance and multilayer neural networks (Antolik et al., 2016;
Carandini et al., 2005), however this technique is inefficient and requires large amounts of data.
Grayscale natural scenes are therefore used not to construct linear receptive field models but to
characterize average neuronal response (∆F/F) over the entire imaging session for each neuron.
The stimuli consisted of a dynamic sequence of 118 natural scenes presented for 0.25 seconds
each, with no inter-image gray screen. Each image was shown fifty times in random order, with
random blank sweeps once approximately every 100 images. Since there were no gray screens
between image presentations, for each trial the ∆F/F for each call was calculated using the mean
fluorescence of the preceding 1 second as the baseline Fo. (Allen Brain Observatory: Stimulus Set
and Response Analysis, 2016).
To preprocess the data, average ∆F/F was calculated for each neuron responding to each
individual scene. The ∆F/F of individual scenes was calculated by considering a baseline
response of one second before the scene up to an evoked response of 0.5 seconds after the scene.
The average ∆F/F was then calculated by averaging over 50 presentations of that scene
(Appendix 3). Since the images preceding and following the scene of interest are presented
randomly, averaging over the 50 presentations should minimize unwanted response
characteristics in the baseline and evoked responses. Figure 9B shows a plot for a L2/3 neuron
of average ∆F/F calculated in this manner for all 118 scenes (Allen Brain Observatory: Stimulus
Set and Response Analysis, 2016).
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A

B

Figure 9: Average ∆F/F visualizations for a L2/3 neuron. (A) Corona plot capturing responses to each
image with radially extending trial-to-trial response variability. Each dot extending from the center
represents one trial’s response, with the strongest responses closest to the center. (B) Plot of average ∆F/F
versus scene number for the same neuron. This neuron (neuron #2) responds most strongly on average
across all trials to scene number 35, as seen in both (A) and (B). (A) adapted from Allen Institute, Allen
Brain Observatory.

C. The Cascade-Forward Neural Network
The network employed for both the natural scenes and sparse noise responses is the
cascade-forward neural network seen in Figure 10 (Appendix 2). This is a feedforward-type
neural network that sends inputs to both the hidden layer and the output layer to be summed and
passed through each respective activation function. The hidden layer utilizes a nonlinear tansigmoid activation function while the output layer utilizes a linear function. In this way, the
network is tuned to capture both linear and nonlinear response characteristics, and in general
should be able to approximate any given function with reasonable accuracy (Demuth and Beale,
1992). If just linear functions were used, the network would at best output a linear approximation
to a nonlinear target response.
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Figure 10: The general network architecture of the cascade-forward neural network. Inputs are summed
in both the hidden and layer and output layer and passed through a nonlinear and linear activation
function, respectively. The single-unit output layer produces a response that is compared to the measured
response (average ∆F/F and estimated firing rates from receptive fields). This network has variable
hidden units.

The input data for all predictions were divided into three sub-samples for training (70%
of data), validation (15% of data), and testing (15% of data). The training data is used to learn
the parameters in the model as the network adjusted according to its error. The validation data is
used to measure network generalization, so as network generalization stops improving, training
is stopped. Using validation data prevents the model from overfitting the data since training is
halted if the mean squared error on the validation data starts to increase (implying the network no
longer generalizes well to new data because the model has “memorized” the training data).
Testing data provides an independent performance measure of the model during and after
training. This data division was randomized for each run of the model for all stimuli considered.
The backpropagation algorithm used to update weight and bias values is the LevenbergMarquardt optimization. This algorithm is far faster than other available methods such as
Bayesian regularization and is less computationally intensive (as second derivative Hessian
matrices need not be created) (Demuth and Beale, 1992).
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III. Results
A. Assessing network performance with natural scenes stimuli
Neural responses to complex stimuli like natural scenes and natural movies are generally
not accurately fit by linear models that treat the neuron as a linear filter. Here, we do not examine
nonlinear processing by the receptive fields to generate neural responses a priori, but instead
leverage known average neural responses (average ∆F/F) in L4 to try to predict single-neuron
average responses in L2/3 using the cascade-forward neural network from Figure 10. 93
responsive cells were identified in Layer 4 of the posterior visual area, while 223 responsive cells
were identified in L2/3. Average neural responses to all 118 scenes from 93 neurons in L4
(imaging depth 375µm)11 of V1 were used as inputs to the network in Figure 10 to predict mean
L2/3 single-neuron responses to the same scenes (imaging depth 275µm).12 The output of the
network is a 1x118 vector that is compared to the target vector (the average measured response
from single L2/3 neurons) to assess network performance. The same mouse (121 days old) was
imaged in both experiments, although on different days.
The number of hidden neurons was chosen to be ten in this case because this number
gave the best performance without increasing network runtime significantly. All network
predictions were run five times to compute average performance. Differing initial conditions
could lead to differing network performances, due to random division of data between training,
testing, and validation datasets. Computing the average correlation across five runs of the model
meant the network could run through the majority of all samples in the validation dataset, leading
to a more accurate representation of model performance.

11
12

ABI experiment ID number 528713600
ABI experiment ID number 527745386
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Figure 12: Single-neuron predicted L2/3 responses from feedforward neural network versus L2/3
measured responses. Response is average ∆F/F and frame index runs over all 118 natural scenes. (A) Best
neuron, R = 0.52. (Cell specimen ID 541218601 p£0.001). (B) Median neuron, R = 0.43. (Cell specimen
ID 541218501, p£0.001). (R-values calculated by an average over 5 model runs).

Figure 12 shows predicted L2/3 mean neural responses versus measured L2/3 mean
responses for two neurons, a median-performing neuron (Figure 12B) and a top-performing
neuron (Figure 12A). In both cases, the model could capture the most salient responses, scene
108 for (A) and scene 34 for (B). The top-performing neuron in Figure 12A was the best fit
neuron (over 5 runs). The neuron in Figure 12B showed on average a median correlation
between the predicted response and the measured response, demonstrative of the average
network performance on all recorded L2/3 neurons. The model regularly showed negative
responses to scenes at medium to low response amplitudes, likely because of both noise in the
inputs and the sigmoid activation function that could map negative output values.13 Noisier
neurons included in the input layer contained neural responses that were not very indicative of
the actual average responses across scenes and therefore carried less information about the
presented scenes. This could be remedied by including more inputs (perhaps by combining

13

The noise could have been partially remedied by using a half-wave rectifier activation function that only
permits positive output values.
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across experiments) and performing more validation checks with the novel scenes (Demuth and
Beale, 1992).

Figure 13: Cumulative distribution of R values across the population of 223 imaged L2/3 neurons.
R-values generated as the correlation between measured single-neuron mean response and predicted
single-neuron mean response (Average R value of 0.41, over five runs of the network).

Figure 13 shows cumulative distribution function of correlation coefficients across the
population of 223 predicted L2/3 neurons. The broad distribution of correlations indicates the
varying response reliability of both the inputs and targets. All calculated R-values were found to
be non-negative. The mean R-value across all neural response predictions was found to be 0.41.
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B. Assessing network performance with locally sparse noise stimuli
Network performance was next evaluated using mean neural responses generated from
locally sparse noise stimuli. In the first case, L4 was only considered. Mean L4 responses were used
as inputs to predict single-cell responses of L4 neurons so that the inputs to the network in Figure
10 were all recorded L4 neurons except for the neuron being predicted.14

B

Response

A

Frame index

Figure 14: Measured vs Predicted Single-neuron mean responses. Response is measured as average ∆F/F, and
frame index runs over all 9000 frames of the locally sparse noise stimulus. (A) Median neuron, R = 0.55. (B) Best
neuron, R = 0.75 (Correlation coefficients calculated over 5 runs of model).

Figure 14 shows the network performance on predicting L4 single-neuron mean
responses to all 9000 frames of the locally sparse noise stimulus. Figure 14A was the medianperforming neuron, with a correlation demonstrative of the entire performance of all predicted
L4 neurons (R=0.55), while Figure 14B shows the best-performing neuron with an R=0.75. In
14

ABI experiment ID 540168837.
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both cases, the predicted responses align with the measured responses on most large response
amplitudes, however fail to capture the whole extent of the response.

Figure 15: Cumulative distribution function of correlation coefficients across the entire
population of responsive imaged L4 neurons (185 total predictions, R-values calculated
over 5 runs of model).

Over the whole population of L4 neurons (185 total), a broad distribution of R-values
was noted, likely due to the variable response reliability of the neurons. However, the average
correlation coefficient was found to be 0.55, 0.14 higher than the previous natural scene analysis.
The increased predictive power is likely due in part to the response data being collected in the
same imaging session (despite all responses being averages), unlike in the natural scene
investigation where L2/3 neurons were imaged on a different day than the L4 neurons, although
in the same mouse. Furthermore, the higher correlation might also be due to the larger sample
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size of the input data. While there were only 118 natural scenes, the locally sparse noise stimulus
contained 9000 unique frames, likely resulting in a more accurate constructed model. To keep
the analysis symmetric with the natural scenes test, L2/3 single-neuron mean responses were also
predicted from these same L4 neurons. The average R-value across all predicted L2/3 neurons
(169 total) was 0.36. The model may then have a greater ability to account for the responses of
linear neurons in L4 than the more non-linear responses in L2/3 neurons. Moreover, this network
was reversed such that L2/3 average responses were used to predict single cell L4 average
responses. The average correlation coefficient across all single-neuron L4 mean responses was
found to be 0.25, indicating more reliable predictions when considering the feedforward (L4 to
L2/3) case.
Considering the greater predictive power of the model with responses generated from the
locally sparse noise stimulus, we next considered predicting single-neuron L4 firing rates
calculated through linearly filtering the stimulus with the receptive fields of the neurons. This
method adheres to the linear-nonlinear model of simple cells, where the receptive fields of the
neurons filter the stimulus, followed by rectification, assuming all spikes are positive (Schwartz
et al., 2006; Smith and Hausser, 2010).
The inputs to the network in Figure 10 were instantaneous firing rates calculated from
taking an inner product with all the stimulus frames and the receptive fields of L4 neurons (both
responsive ON and OFF). Figure 16 shows the general scheme to generate the firing rate
vectors. 48 OFF receptive fields and 55 ON receptive fields were identified as responsive by
observing both the spatial localization of the receptive field and the magnitude of inferred
spiking. The receptive fields of OFF subunits were on average more localized and highly similar
compared to the ON counterparts, whose responses on average seemed more distributed.
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ON/OFF receptive fields

9000 stim frames

=

Estimated firing rates

Figure 16: Estimating instantaneous firing rate from (responsive) receptive fields. 48 OFF receptive
fields, and 55 ON receptive fields. Estimated firing rates for all L4 neurons with responsive RFs (48
for OFF, 55 for ON) calculated by inner product of receptive fields with 9000 frames of stimulus.
The calculated firing rates serve as inputs to the network in Figure 10 (with 8 hidden units). The
output of the network was one of the firing rates not included in the inputs and so served as the target
to predict.

To investigate the influence on the number of hidden neurons in the hidden layer on the
model performance, the number of hidden units was varied while noting the average fraction of
explained variance. Figure 17 shows the optimal number of hidden neurons, found by varying
the number of hidden neurons until performance saturated (measured as fraction of explained
variance). Model performance saturated at an R2 value of 0.46 at 8 hidden units, or about 17% of
the total L4 neurons considered (analysis performed on firing rates calculated from OFF
responses).
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Figure 17: Effect of hidden unit number choice on model performance. Fraction of explained
variance over varying hidden unit number. Performance saturates at 8 hidden units or about 17% of
the total number of input neurons. Analysis on firing rates calculated from OFF receptive fields.

The performance of the model was measured as the average correlation coefficient of the
firing rate generated from the receptive field alone and the predicted single-neuron L4 firing
rates generated from the network. Performance differed between firing rates constructed from the
OFF and ON receptive fields. For the OFF-receptive field generated firing rates, the model
achieved an average correlation coefficient of 0.66 (Figure 18A, 47 total predictions) while for
the ON-receptive field generated firing rates, the network achieved an average correlation
coefficient of 0.57 (Figure 18B, 55 total predictions). The discrepancy may be due in part to the
highly correlated OFF receptive fields, whose responses for most neurons seemed to cluster in
the left corner of the heat map (see Figure 8).
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Figure 18: Cumulative distribution function of correlation coefficients for the predicted single-neuron
instantaneous firing rates calculated from the (A) OFF receptive fields and (B) ON receptive fields. Rvalues generated as the correlation between estimated firing rate and predicted firing rate. Mean R= 0.66 for
OFF RF (five runs, n = 48), mean R = 0.57 for ON RF (five runs, n =55).

The ON and OFF receptive fields were initially merged to form overlapping ON/OFF
RFs for the neurons in Figure 15. The estimated firing rates generated from the merged receptive
fields of these neurons were used as input/target pairs to the network. The single-neuron
performance of the network had a high correlation of 0.81 between predicted firing rate from the
network and estimated firing rate from the receptive field. The high performance was largely due
to the high noise correlations among the estimated firing rate vector inputs, since many of the
linear filters showed significant noise and did not have highly responsive and localized centers,
and thus were not truly indicative of firing rate as stimulus-response functions. ON-receptive
field generated firing rates and OFF-receptive field generated firing rates were therefore
considered since many neurons had receptive fields that appeared responsive in the OFF case but
noisy in the ON case, and vice-versa.
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IV. Conclusion
Using the cascade-forward neural network instead of the conventional feedforward neural
network slightly constrained the neural network towards a more biologically realistic connection
scheme, where, for instance, L4 simple cells connect to nonlinear complex cells in L4 (the
hidden layer) in addition to simple cells (the output layer with the linear activation function) in
L2/3. The network seemed to perform best on responses due to the simpler, uncorrelated
stimulus rather than the natural scenes, perhaps indicating the ability for the network to
generalize better to linear responses, however more input samples were included in the sparse
noise investigation since 9000 stimulus frames were shown in these sessions. A follow-up could
incorporate neural response data due to natural movies, an even more complex and nonlinearly
varying real-world stimulus, to see if the network can capture these response characteristics. The
use of firing rates as inputs and targets to the network means that the neural network does not
incorporate the short time scale dynamics needed to simulate action potentials (Dayan and
Abbott, 2001). This results in simulations that are much less computationally intensive but
further abstracts away biological realism.
The feedforward neural network where inputs solely connect to the hidden layer was also
considered but not included in results, and the performance with this network was slightly less on
average for both stimuli type (average R about 0.2-0.5 less). To further increase predictive power
of the model, one could train the network with more data pooled from multiple experiments, in
addition to using more complicated networks that involve temporal computations. In the future,
simultaneous calcium imaging of L4 and L2/3 of V1 would allow a more faithful representation
of the stimulus-response relationship, increasing the relevance of predictive analysis despite the
models ultimately being correlative in the end. Moreover, standardized large-scale datasets that
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usher in a collaborative environment within the neuroscientific community will be crucial for
neural network models and other computational models to further explain neural circuitry
function.
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Appendix 1: Allen Brain Observatory NWB collection/analysis
This code is used to download the calcium imaging data for natural scenes and sparse noise
stimuli. The data is downloaded into a single NWB file that can be visualized in HDFView and
subsequently read into MATLAB. AllenSDK Python Code: Extract Experiment ID and perform
Session Analysis (Stimulus Analysis code is called here, found from Source documentation: Allen
Brain Observatory). Session Analysis for Locally Sparse Noise generates the ON/OFF linear
filters.
# This class uses a 'manifest' to keep track of downloaded data and metadata.
# All downloaded files will be stored relative to the directory holding the manifest
# file. If 'manifest_file' is a relative path (as it is below),
boc = BrainObservatoryCache(manifest_file='boc/manifest.json')
# Download a list of all targeted areas
targeted_structures = boc.get_all_targeted_structures()
print("all targeted structures: " + str(targeted_structures))
# Download experiment containers for VISp experiments
visp_ecs = boc.get_experiment_containers(targeted_structures=['VISp'])
print("all VISp experiment containers: %d" % len(visp_ecs))
# Download a list of all imaging depths
depths = boc.get_all_imaging_depths()
print("all imaging depths: " + str(depths))
# Download a list of all stimuli
stims = boc.get_all_stimuli()
print("all stimuli:\n")
pprint.pprint(stims)
# Download a list of all cre driver lines
cre_lines = boc.get_all_cre_lines()
print("all cre lines:\n")
pprint.pprint(cre_lines)
# Download experiment containers for Cux2 experiments
cux2_ecs = boc.get_experiment_containers(cre_lines=['Emx1-IRES-Cre'])
print("Emx1-IRES-Cre experiments: %d\n" % len(cux2_ecs))
print("Example experiment container record:")
pprint.pprint(cux2_ecs[1])
In [ ]:
# Find all of the experiments for an experiment container
# Find all of the experiments for an experiment container
cux2_ec_id = cux2_ecs[0]['id']
exps = boc.get_ophys_experiments(experiment_container_ids=[cux2_ec_id])
print("Experiments for experiment_container_id %d: %d\n" % (cux2_ec_id, len(exps)))
pprint.pprint(exps)
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import allensdk.brain_observatory.stimulus_info as stim_info
# Find the experiment with sparse noise
cux2_ec_id = cux2_ecs[1]['id']
exp = boc.get_ophys_experiments(experiment_container_ids=[cux2_ec_id],
stimuli=[stim_info.LOCALLY_SPARSE_NOISE])[0]
print("Experiment with natural scenes:")
pprint.pprint(exp)
In [ ]:
# more basic imports
from allensdk.core.brain_observatory_cache import BrainObservatoryCache
from allensdk.brain_observatory.session_analysis import SessionAnalysis
from allensdk.brain_observatory.locally_sparse_noise import LocallySparseNoise
import os
import pprint
In [ ]:
# grab nwb
experiment_id = 528544343
boc = BrainObservatoryCache(manifest_file="./275_375_RF/manifest.json")
exp = boc.get_ophys_experiment_data(experiment_id)
In [ ]:
# do some analysis without generating plots, but saving to save_path (default behavior)
# set the save path to be the same nwb so it writes analyis there, otherwise it would
# write to a new hdf5-formatted file specified in the second argument to SessionAnalysis
nwb_path = exp.nwb_file
session_analysis = SessionAnalysis(nwb_path, nwb_path)
session_analysis.session_c(plot_flag=False, save_flag=True)
#lsn = LocallySparseNoise(exp)
#lsn.open_pincushion_plot(541484333,'on',color_map = None)
In [ ]:
# confirm the analysis section now has stuff in it
import h5py
with h5py.File(nwb_path, "r") as f:
print f["analysis"].keys()
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Appendix 2: Neural Network
This code implements the cascade forward neural network used in all predictions. Each run of th
e network generates a single-neuron prediction, and so is looped through all neurons to be predi
cted.
%%Neural Network – (base script generated from NN toolbox)
% input - input data.
% target - target data
for i = 1:numNeurons %Predict seach single-neuron
%meanSweep375 = Layer4;
%meanSweep375(i,:) = [];
% input = vertcat(meanResponse2,meanResponse3);
input = spikeRate_ON;
target = spikes(i,:);
x = input;
t = target;
% Training function (nntrain)
% 'trainlm' is usually fastest.
% 'trainbr' takes longer but may be better for challenging problems.
% 'trainscg' uses less memory. Suitable in low memory situations.
trainFcn = 'trainlm'; % Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation.
% Fitting Network
hiddenLayerSize = 8;
net = cascadeforwardnet(hiddenLayerSize,trainFcn);
% Choose Input and Output Pre/Post-Processing Functions
%(nnprocess)
net.input.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'};
net.output.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'};
% Setup Division of Data for Training, Validation, Testing
% (nndivide)
net.divideFcn = 'dividerand'; % Divide data randomly
net.divideMode = 'sample'; % Divide up every sample
net.divideParam.trainRatio = 70/100;
net.divideParam.valRatio = 15/100;
net.divideParam.testRatio = 15/100;
% Performance Function
% (nnperformance)
net.performFcn = 'mse'; % Mean Squared Error
% Plot Functions
% (nnplot)
net.plotFcns = {'plotperform','plottrainstate','ploterrhist', ...
'plotregression', 'plotfit'};
% Train the Network
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[net,tr] = train(net,x,t);
% Test the Network
y = net(x);
%ytotalL4(i,:) = y;
e = gsubtract(t,y);
performance = perform(net,t,y)
% Recalculate Training, Validation and Test Performance
trainTargets = t .* tr.trainMask{1};
valTargets = t .* tr.valMask{1};
testTargets = t .* tr.testMask{1};
trainPerformance = perform(net,trainTargets,y)
valPerformance = perform(net,valTargets,y)
testPerformance = perform(net,testTargets,y)
% View the Network
view(net)
% Plots
%figure, plotperform(tr)
%figure, plottrainstate(tr)
%figure, ploterrhist(e)
%figure, plotregression(t,y)
%figure, plotfit(net,x,t)
=
% Deployment
if (false)
% Generate MATLAB function for neural network for application
% deployment in MATLAB scripts or with MATLAB Compiler and Builder
% tools, or simply to examine the calculations your trained neural
% network performs.
genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction');
y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x);
end
if (false)
% Generate a matrix-only MATLAB function for neural network code
% generation with MATLAB Coder tools.
genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction','MatrixOnly','yes');
y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x);
end
if (false)
% Generate a Simulink diagram for simulation or deployment with.
% Simulink Coder tools.
gensim(net);
end
%create R-value on a per-prediction basis
mdl = fitlm(target,y)
R_squared(i) = mdl.Rsquared.Ordinary;
R_value(i) = corr2(target,y);
end
%% find average
R_squared_avg2 = mean(R_squared2);
R_avg = mean(R_value)
%% Generate single-neuron response plots (Measured vs Predicted)
for i = 1:185
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plot(Layer4(i,:),'r')
hold on
plot(ytotalL4(i,:),'g')
title('Estimated Firing Rate');
legend('actual response', 'predicted response');
title(['Measured vs Predicted Response: Neuron ' num2str(i)]);
xlabel('image index');
ylabel('Response (average DFF)');
end
%% Generate CDF plots for average R values
% title(['275um Predicted max Response @ Scene Number : ' num2str(scene)]);
cdfplot(R_value_ON)
% Convert y-axis values to percentage values by multiplication
a=[cellstr(num2str(get(gca,'ytick')'*100))];
% Create a vector of '%' signs
pct = char(ones(size(a,1),1)*'%');
% Append the '%' signs after the percentage values
new_yticks = [char(a),pct];
% 'Reflect the changes on the plot
set(gca,'yticklabel',new_yticks)
legend('Average Correlation Coefficient');
xlabel('Correlation Coefficient');
ylabel('% of Neurons');
title('Cumulative Distribution of Correlation Coefficients');
%%Hidden units
x = [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10];
y = [0.40 0.41 .42 0.43 0.43 0.44 0.44 0.46 0.46 0.46];
scatter(x,y,'filled');
title('Hidden Units vs. Explained Variance');
xlabel('Hidden Unit #');
ylabel('Explained Variance');
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Appendix 3: STA Linear filter, estimating firing rate, plotting
This code generates linear filters as the average stimulus that evokes a response. Spikes were
first estimated using a non-negative spike deconvolution algorithm. Linear Filters used in
producing estimated firing rates were constructed using the AllenSDK python code. Next portion
of code takes the inner product between the stimulus template and linear filters to generate
estimated firing rates. The ON and OFF receptive fields separately generated firing rates for
cells deemed responsive.
%STA code
num_spikes = length(spiketimes); %total spikes across stim presentation
STA = zeros(16,28,1) %initialize spike triggered average matrix
for i = 1:length(spiketimes) %loop over all spikes in the total stimulus presentation
index = find(timeStamps >= spiketimes(i)-.20 & timeStamps <= spiketimes(i)); %find the stimulus
onset time that is at most 200ms back from the spike up to the spike time.
if length(index) > 1 %if more than two frame indices are grabbed
index = max(index) %pick the most recent stimulus presentation that elicited the spike
end
window = double(stimTemplate(:,:,index)); %index the stimulus by the defined window
STA = STA + window; %sum the stimuli that are in the window over the ensemble of spikes
end
STA = STA/length(spiketimes) %normalize by the number of spikes
STA = STA'
figure
imagesc(STA); title('STA Receptive Field Cell 19/229'); set(gca,'YDir','normal');
%Dot product stimulus with linear filter
%%H5 imports
stimTemplate = h5read('540168837.h5','/stimulus/templates/locally_sparse_noise_image_stack/data');
RF_Layer4 = h5read('540168837.h5','/analysis/receptive_field_lsn');
%meanSweep = h5read('540168837.h5','/analysis/mean_sweep_response_lsn/block0_values'); %275um
meanSweep275 = h5read('527683917.h5','/analysis/mean_sweep_response_lsn/block0_values');
%375um
meanSweep375 = h5read('528544343.h5','/analysis/mean_sweep_response_lsn/block0_values');
%%
RF_Layer4 = permute(RF_Layer4, [4 3 2 1]);
%off Receptive Fields=RF_L4(:,:,:,2) while on Receptive Fields= RF_L4(:,:,:,1)
%RF_L4~~4D, # rows x # columns x # cells x ON/OFF fields
%stimTemplate~~ # rows x # columns (both 0-255 pixel value) x # presentation frames
%((note many noisy neurons))
totalFrames = 9000
totalCells = 185;
stimTemplate = permute(stimTemplate, [2 1 3]);
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%%
for I = 1:185
onreceptiveField = squeeze(RF_Layer4(:,:,i,1));
offreceptiveField = squeeze(RF_Layer4(:,:,i,2));
%%Visualize receptive fields
imagesc(onreceptiveField); title(['On Receptive Field: Neuron #' num2str(i)]); set(gca,'YDir','normal');
colorbar; axis([0 29 0 17])
imagesc(offreceptiveField); title('Receptive Field'); set(gca,'YDir','normal'); colorbar; axis([0 29 0 17]);
%on receptive field = 1; off receptive field = 2
pause
end
%%dot product linear filter with linear filter
%%OFF
for i = responsiveRF
for j = 1:totalFrames
spikeRate_OFF(i,j) = sum(sum(double(stimTemplate(:,:,j)).*squeeze(RF_Layer4(:,:,i,2))));
% spikeRate(:,:,i,j) = double(stimTemplate(:,:,i))' * squeeze(RF_Layer4(:,:,j,2));
end
end
%%
spikeRate_offresp = spikeRate
%%for OFF
stimTemplate(stimTemplate == 0) = 1;
stimTemplate(stimTemplate == 255) = -1;
stimTemplate(stimTemplate == 127) = 0;
%for ON
stimTemplate(stimTemplate == 0) = -1;
stimTemplate(stimTemplate == 255) = 1;
stimTemplate(stimTemplate == 127) = 0;
%% ON RF
for j = 184
for i = 1:totalFrames
spikeRate_ON(i,j) = sum(sum(double(stimTemplate(:,:,i)).*squeeze(RF_Layer4(:,:,j,2))));
end
end
%%rectified_dp
for i = 1:47 (55)
spikeRate_offresp(i,:) = spikeRate_offresp(i,:).*(spikeRate_offresp(i,:)>0);
end
spikeRate_ON( ~any(spikeRate_ON,2), : ) = []; %remove zero rows
%%generate spike plots
for i = 1:totalCells
spikes(:,i) = (spikeRate(:,i)-min(spikeRate(:,i)))/(max(spikeRate(:,i))-min(spikeRate(:,i)));
end
for j = 1:totalCells
plot(spikes(:,j)); title(['Neuron #' num2str(j)]);
pause
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end
for i = 1:55
plot(spikeRate_ON(i,:))
title(['Neuron #' num2str(i)])
pause
end
for i = 1:55
spikeRate_ON(i,:) = spikeRate_ON(i,:).*(spikeRate_ON(i,:)>0);
end
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Appendix 4: Calculating mean responses to scenes
Code to generate natural scenes average DFF matrix (number of cells x number of scenes) used
in the cascade-forward neural network. Implemented for 275um and 375um calcium data.
%VISP Session B, 275, 375 um.
%%%Data Import
nsDFF = h5read('VISP_175.h5',
'/processing/brain_observatory_pipeline/DfOverF/imaging_plane_1/data');
nsNumber = h5read('VISP_175.h5', '/stimulus/presentation/natural_scenes_stimulus/data');
nsframeDur = h5read('VISP_175.h5','/stimulus/presentation/natural_scenes_stimulus/frame_duration');
nsDFF2 =
h5read('VISP_275.h5','/processing/brain_observatory_pipeline/DfOverF/imaging_plane_1/data');
nsNumber2 = h5read('VISP_275.h5', '/stimulus/presentation/natural_scenes_stimulus/data');
nsframeDur2 = h5read('VISP_275.h5', '/stimulus/presentation/natural_scenes_stimulus/frame_duration');
nsDFF3 = h5read('VISP_375.h5',
'/processing/brain_observatory_pipeline/DfOverF/imaging_plane_1/data');
nsNumber3 = h5read('VISP_375.h5', '/stimulus/presentation/natural_scenes_stimulus/data');
nsframeDur3 = h5read('VISP_375.h5', '/stimulus/presentation/natural_scenes_stimulus/frame_duration');
%%
%%parameters%%
%%
nsonFrame2 = nsframeDur2(1,:);
sceneList = [-1:1:117];
numScene = 118;
sceneRep = 50;
preFrame = 30;
postPres = 15;
numCells2 = size(nsDFF2,2);
numFrames = preFrame + postPres;
%%
nsonFrame3 = nsframeDur3(1,:);
sceneList = [-1:1:117];
numScene = 118;
sceneRep = 50;
preFrame = 30;
postPres = 15;
numCells3 = size(nsDFF3,2);
numFrames = preFrame + postPres;
%% Mean Response Analysis - 275um
nsResponse2 = zeros(numScene,sceneRep,numFrames,numCells2);
for j = 1:numScene
currScene = sceneList(j);
sceneIndex2 = find(nsNumber2 == currScene);
curronFrame2 = nsonFrame2(sceneIndex2);
for k = 1:sceneRep
currFrame2 = curronFrame2(k);
nsResponse2(j,k,:,:) = nsDFF2(currFrame2-preFrame:currFrame2+postPres-1,:);
end
end
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for m = 1:numCells2
for l = 1:numScene
currResponse2 = mean(nsResponse2(l,:,:,m),2);%takes the mean across all repeats of that scene
number
meanResponse2(m,l) = mean(squeeze(currResponse2(preFrame:numFrames)));
end
end
%% Mean Response Analysis - 375um
nsResponse3 = zeros(numScene,sceneRep,numFrames,numCells3);
for j = 1:numScene
currScene = sceneList(j);
sceneIndex3 = find(nsNumber3 == currScene);
curronFrame3 = nsonFrame3(sceneIndex3);
for k = 1:sceneRep
currFrame3 = curronFrame3(k);
nsResponse3(j,k,:,:) = nsDFF3(currFrame3-preFrame:currFrame3+postPres-1,:);
end
end
for o = 1:numCells3
for l = 1:numScene
currResponse3 = mean(nsResponse3(l,:,:,o),2);%takes the mean across all repeats of that scene
number
meanResponse3(o,l) = mean(squeeze(currResponse3(preFrame:numFrames)));
end
end
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